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I. INTRODUCTION  

The Public Representative hereby provides comments pursuant to Commission 

Order No. 5260.1 In that order, the Commission established the above-referenced public 

inquiry docket to receive comments from interested persons regarding potential 

modifications and enhancements to the Commission’s method of estimating the value of 

the Postal and Mailbox monopolies in light of recently approved changes to the sources 

of data sampled by the City Carrier Cost System (CCCS) and the Rural Carrier Cost 

System (RCCS). Id. at 5.  The Commission’s also requested parties to make 

suggestions to modify the Commission’s method of estimating the value of the Postal 
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and Mailbox monopolies. Id. at 1. The Public Representative hereby responds to both 

aspects of the Commission’s inquiry. 

II. BACKGROUND 

A. Recent Sampling Changes 

The Commission recently approved changes to the collection of data used to 

form samples for the CCCS and RCCS which are used to estimate the volume of mail 

delivered to City and Rural areas, respectively. The changes permit the Postal Service 

to develop the majority of the sample of delivery-point sequenced (DPS’d) mail using 

digital images of 3-Digit, end of run (EOR) mail processing reports, and to develop the 

majority of the sample of other mail shapes, using the previously approved CCCS and 

RCCS sampling methods, which manually collected data on delivered mail by shape 

and sub-class at the route-level.2 

                                            

 

2
 See, Docket No. RM2017-13, Order on Analytical Principles Used in Periodic Reporting 

(Proposal Nine), December 15, 2017 (Order No. 4278); and Docket No. RM2018-4, Order on Analytical 
Principles Used In Periodic Reporting (Proposal One), July 13, 2018 (Order No. 4712). 
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B. The Impact Of Delivery Sampling Changes On The Commission’s Value of 
Monopoly Models (PRC-VMM).3 

The current PRC-VMM heavily relies upon route-level mail volumes from prior 

year CCCS and RCCS samples to estimate the Value of the Postal and Mailbox 

Monopolies. It uses route-level mail volumes from these sources to estimate the 

revenue a new entrant would “skim” away from the Postal Service if it’s net revenues 

from delivering certain mail products to a route are greater than zero. If this is the case, 

the Postal Service would lose profit from that route. The Value of the Mailbox Monopoly 

is equal to the sum of route-level profits the Postal Service would lose if the Mailbox 

monopoly was removed, and the Value of the Postal or Combined Monopoly is the sum 

of route-level profits the Postal Service would lose if both the Mailbox and Letter 

monopolies were removed.4 

                                            

 

3
 The Value of Monopoly Models refer to the models which estimate the value of the combined 

Postal and Mailbox monopoly, also referred to as the value of the combined monopoly, and the value of 
the mailbox monopoly. The Public Representative considers the term “Value of the Monopoly,” to be 
generic term for the Postal and/or Mailbox monopolies, since the method of calculating lost profit is the 
same for the two monopolies. They differ only according to lifting of specific restrictions which are being 
modelled. 

4
 See, Report on Universal Postal Service and the Postal Monopoly (GMU Report), delivered to 

Congress December 18, 2008, Appendix F, Section 4, Quantitative Analysis of the Value of the Postal 
and Mailbox Monopolies. The Postal Service has two legal monopolies which primarily manifest 
themselves in the delivery function. The legal prohibition against anyone but the Postal Service delivering 
letters is termed the “Letter Monopoly.” The letter monopoly is codified in the Private Express Statutes. 
See, 18 U.S.C. §§ 1693–1699 and 39 U.S.C. §§ 601–606., and the legal prohibition against anyone other 
than the Postal Service delivering or collecting mail to or from a mailbox, is termed the “Mailbox 
Monopoly.” See, 18 U.S.C. § 1725. Certain exceptions to the Postal and Mailbox monopolies exist. For 
example, inserting matter which would otherwise be considered mail matter through a door slot is not 
covered by the mailbox monopoly. See, GMU Report at 59. Extremely urgent mail, e.g. Express Mail 
delivered by Federal Express or United Parcel Service, is exempted from the Private Express Statutes 
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Because the PRC-VMM estimates the Value of the Letter Monopoly as the sum 

of route-level profits the Postal Service would lose if the Letter Monopoly was lifted, and 

the Value of the Mailbox Monopoly as the sum of lost profit if the Mailbox Monopoly was 

lifted, the newly approved methods of sampling delivered city and rural mail will no 

longer produce accurate estimates of route level mail, cost, revenue, or profit. 

Consequently, it is necessary to modify the PRC-VMM to calculate the FY 2019 Postal 

and Mailbox monopolies at a level other than the route.5 

The Public Representative’s Comments will first explain the PRC-VMM. Then, he 

will explain the salient features of the USPS-IBM Model of the Value of the Monopoly 

Model (USPS-VMM). Since the USPS-VMM calculates volume, costs, revenues, and 

profit at the 3-Digit ZIP Code level, it may suggest methods of estimating the Value of 

                                            

 

 

and is not part of the Letter Monopoly, although this mail remains subject to the mailbox monopoly. Id. at 
60. 

5
 See, Docket No. PI2020-1, Responses of The United States Postal Service to Questions 1-5 of 

Chairman’s Information Request No. 1 (CHIR 1 Response), response to question 1b, October 17, 2019. 
The Public Representative is convinced the current digital and manual samples used to create the CCCS 
and RCCS cannot currently be combined, because for example, the digitally sampled days do not match 
the manually sampled days. Id., question 4a. Since, the Commission must immediately begin work 
estimating the Postal and Mailbox Monopoly Values for FY 2018, it is too late for the Postal Service to 
redesign the digital sampling method to match manually collected date and routes collected for the 
manual city and rural carrier samples. Consequently, the Public Representative’s Comments focus on 
changes the Postal Service can quickly make which would allow the Commission to calculate the Postal 
and Mailbox monopolies from profit lost at the 5-Digit ZIP Code level. He will discuss the feasibility of 
modifying the digital samples to match the manual samples at the route level in the Section entitled 
“Alternate Models.” 
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the Monopolies with relatively minor alterations to the current PRC-VMM.6 Then, he will 

propose minor additions to currently sampled digital and manual data which could 

provide interim estimates of the value of the Postal and Mailbox monopolies using the 

existing PRC-VMM at the 5-Digit ZIP Code level. He will next propose a method of 

including the cost of sorting mail which must be undertaken by an entrant. Finally, he 

will propose and evaluate other models and data sources which may be used to 

develop alternate analyses of the value of the Postal and Mailbox Monopolies. 

III. THE COMMISSION’S MODEL OF THE VALUE OF THE MONOPOLY 

A. Profitability Approach  

The Commission’s analysis of the value of the Postal and Mailbox monopolies is 

based on the conviction that the most appropriate method to value these monopolies is 

to compare the profit earned by the Postal Service when it is the sole entity who delivers 

mail, to an estimate of the profit it would earn if the delivery restrictions which comprise 

the Postal and/or Mailbox monopolies were removed and a hypothetical  entrant 

diverted or “skimmed” mail which the Postal Service would otherwise have delivered.7 

                                            

 

6
 See, USPS, Report on Universal Postal Service and The Postal Monopoly, Appendix C, IBM 

Report: Quantitative Analysis of the Universal Service Obligation (USPS VMM, Appendix C), October 
2008. 

7
 The Commission does not separately estimate the value of the letter monopoly because some, 

but not all, of the value of the letter monopoly is the profit lost from letters and cards included in the value 
of the mailbox monopoly. Id. at 21 (Graph). Rather, the Commission currently estimates the value of the 
Postal (Combined) and Mailbox monopolies. 
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B. Specify and Estimate The Volume of Contestable Mail  

The Postal and Mailbox monopolies share some, but not all, rate categories8 of 

mail which the new entrant could deliver if the respective legal restrictions on delivering 

mail were eliminated.9 The Commission refers to this mail as “contestable mail.”  While 

the rate categories differ depending on the type of legal prohibition removed, all 

contestable mail is mail which a new entrant could deliver without having to invest in 

facilities to presort mail. Mail is contestable if it is presorted and dropshipped locally so 

that it needs no upstream work or preparation prior to delivery.  

C. Specify the Contestability Factors for Each Rate category of Contestable Mail 

Once one identifies the volume of each type of contestable mail (e.g. Standard 

Enhanced Carrier Letters and Flats dropshipped to the 3-Digit SCF or DDU), the 

Commission calculates the volume an entrant would skim or capture if it was profitable 

for it to deliver to a route. The volume of each rate category of contestable mail as a 

percent of sub-class level volumes yields a “contestability factor” for each relevant sub- 

class. This allows the Commission to multiply the volume of each sub-class of mail with 

contestable volume, (e.g. Periodicals) by the appropriate contestability factor to 

                                            

 

8
 The RPW and the Cost Components and Segments Report revenues and attributable costs by 

sub-class, but contestable mail and contestability factors are calculated at a lower level of disaggregation 
using the Billing Determinants. The Public Representative will refer to the more disaggregated level of 
mail as “rate categories.” 

9
 So, for example, lifting the mailbox monopoly would not allow the delivery of fully addressed 

letters, since the Private Express Statutes would still limit the delivery provider to the Postal Service. Only 
Periodicals, Parcel Post, certain enhanced carrier route (ECR) sub-classes letters, flats, parcels, and 
ECR letters, flats, parcels, Parcel Select, and pound-related non-saturation flat mail sub-classes are 
considered contestable for purposes of estimating the value of the mailbox monopoly. 
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determine the volume of mail which will be skimmed by the entrant from each route if its 

entry is found to be profitable. 

D. Determine Which Routes The Entrant Will Find Profitable  

The key variables for estimating whether a new entrant will find a route to be 

profitable are the entrant’s fixed and variable delivery costs of delivering mail to each 

route, and the discount off the Postal Service’s average unit price of the sub-class which 

contains the rate categories of contestable mail. The Commission assumes the daily 

fixed delivery cost per route is the same for the Postal Service and the new entrant, the 

variable delivery cost for the entrant is ten percent less than Postal Service’s average 

unit cost of the mail class which contains the rate categories of contestable mail, and 

the unit price for each sub-class of mail within which the entrant’s contestable mail is 

found is 10 percent less than the average unit cost of that mail class which is charged 

by the Postal Service. See, GMU Report, 199. 

A new entrant can reduce its weekly fixed delivery costs by delivering mail less 

frequently than six days a week.10 If the sum of the revenues from contestable mail on a 

given route is greater than the sum of the entrant’s fixed and variable delivery costs, it 

will “skim” all the contestable mail on that route. 

                                            

 

10
 The Commission’s “Base” case assumes the entrant delivers mail three days a week, so that 

its fixed delivery cost per route is one-half of the Postal Service’s fixed cost. Id. at 124.  
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E. Determine The Postal Service’s Lost Profit 

Once the total volume of each rate category of skimmed mail is calculated, the 

total post-entry lost revenue is calculated by multiplying the average unit revenue of 

each mail class which contains contestable mail.  A similar calculation is made for the 

reduced costs incurred by the Postal Service from delivering the lower volume of mail.  

The difference between the Postal Service’s lost revenue and reduced costs yields the 

Postal Service’s post-entry profit. The difference between the Postal Service’s pre-entry 

profit and post-entry profit is the Value of the Monopoly under consideration. 

IV. USPS/IBM MODEL OF THE VALUE OF THE MONOPOLY 

The United States Postal Service (USPS), in conjunction with International 

Business Machines (IBM), also developed methodologies and models to estimate the 

value of the Postal and Mailbox monopolies.11 The USPS-VMM contains several key 

similarities with the PRC-VMM. Most importantly, the USPS-VMM estimates the value 

of these monopolies by estimating the profit earned by the Postal Service in the 

absence of entry, and the profit that would be earned by the Postal Service after entry. 

It then calculates the value of each monopoly as the difference in pre-entry and post-

entry profits, depending on the volume, revenue, and cost of mail categories which 

                                            

 

11
 See, Report on Universal Postal Service and the Postal Monopoly, Appendix C, IBM Report: 

Quantitative Analysis of the Universal Service Obligation, October 2008. (USPS-VMM). 
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would be affected by lifting each of the two statutory prohibitions on mail delivery by 

parties other than the Postal Service.12 

The USPS-VMM also identifies rate categories of contestable mail which are 

likely to be diverted, or in the Commission’s terms, “skimmed,” by an entrant who picks 

up mail from the Postal Service at a location near its delivery destinations. The USPS-

VMM conducted a Delphi Study which asked industry experts the percent of First Class 

Letters, First Class Flats, Standard Letters, and Standard Flats, which they believed 

would be diverted at the 3-digit ZIP Code level, to an entrant if the letter or the mailbox 

monopoly restrictions were lifted. Their answers depended on whether the mail 

categories mentioned above involved Business-Business, Business-Consumer, 

Consumer-Business, or Consumer-Consumer mail.13 The USPS-VMM then averaged 

the diversion each participant expected in order to obtain a diversion or contestability 

factor for each sub-class of mail which contained contestable mail.  

                                            

 

12
 The USPS-VMM stresses the complexity of estimating the value of the Postal and Mailbox 

monopolies, as well as the cost of various universal service obligations (USO). It stresses there is no 
single definitive estimate of their respective values. Rather, its model allows an analyst to modify various 
parameters to analyze different situations. See, USPS-VMM, IBM Report, Appendix C, at 7. The PRC-
VMM similarly allows an analyst to change key parameters, and several scenarios are presented in the 
GMU Report. Because the Commission is not required to estimate the value of the Postal and Mailbox 
monopolies every year, it only reports the results of the “base” case described in these comments. The 
Commission does not view the estimates in its Annual Reports as the sole value of these monopolies, 
even though the language in these reports does not highlight this point. 

13
 USPS-VMM, Appendix C, at 18. The Report states that 20 industry experts, such as Postal 

Service executives, Wall Street industry analysts, industry analysts, large mailers, and regulatory experts, 
returned answered questions pertinent to the probability of different types and conditions of entry. 
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The USPS-VMM method is very similar to the PRC-VMM, except its diversion or 

contestability factors are estimated at the 3-Digit ZIP Code level, and because it 

includes the cost of mail processing and transportation between 3-digit ZIP-Codes for 

contestable mail. 

As is the case for the PRC-VMM, mail is diverted or skimmed in the USPS-

VMM, only if the analyst calculates it is profitable for an entrant to deliver mail to the 

relevant geographic unit of analysis.14 So even if USPS-VMM estimates that 8 percent 

of Standard Mail is contestable in a 3-Digit ZIP Code area, this volume would only be 

diverted or skimmed if the analysis shows the entrant would earn positive profits by 

delivering mail to this 3-Digit ZIP code. Once the USPS-VMM Model estimates the 

volume of each category of contestable mail which will be diverted in each 3-Digit Zip 

Code, it calculates the revenue, cost, and profit the Postal Service would earn after 

entry. It does the same calculation of net profit in the absence of entry. The difference 

between the two scenarios is the lost profit (or cost) of the mailbox or letter 

monopolies, depending on the volume of mail diverted by lifting the respective 

monopoly restrictions.15 

                                            

 

14
 3-digit ZIP Code for the USPS-VMM and route-level for the PRC-VMM. 

15
 See, USPS-VMM, Appendix C, 29-30 
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V. SOLVING THE SAMPLE ISSUES 

A. Introduction 

In this Section, the Public Representative will explain in further detail why the 

lack of a consistent national sample of DPS’d mail at the route level requires some 

modification of the PRC-VMM. His goal in this section is to identify the minimal changes 

required to make the PRC-VMM sufficiently accurate to serve as an interim estimate of 

the values of the Postal and Mailbox monopolies, until and if more extensive changes to 

carrier collection sampling and modeling are implemented. 

B. Modify The Geographic Analysis Unit From Route-Level To 5-Digit ZIP Code 
Level 

The Postal Service explains that the digital and manual city and rural samples of 

delivered volume for the CCCS and RCCS, cannot be reconciled at the route-level in 

time for the Commission to calculate its FY 2018 PRC-VMM. It explains that the digital 

samples of DPS’d mail are developed as a random probability sample of 5-Digit ZIP 

Code days, and the individual data points in the digital sample, termed “testids”, bear no 

relation to the individual data points (also termed “testids”) in the route-level manual 

sample of city or rural delivered mail volume. 

“The [digital and manual] sets cannot be linked to accurately estimate the 
total volume delivered for the sampled route-day. The volumes in the City 
Digital DPS file are the total volumes for all routes in the tested zone [i.e. 
5-Digit ZIP Code] on the test day, not the separate volumes for individual 
routes. Even when the zone of a route tested in the manual CCCS test 
matches the zone of a digital CCCS test, it is very unlikely that these 
would both be tested on the same day since the samples are generated 
independently.” 

Response to CHIR 1, question 1b. 
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Because the Postal Service did not chose testids in both samples to match at the 

route-day level, one could run the PRC-VMM separately for each route level 

observation from the manual sample, but the result would greatly understate the volume 

of DPS’d mail which would be skimmed if the manual sample was created to accurately 

estimate DPS’d mail volumes. However, most of the sampled DPS’d mail is contained in 

the digital sample. Similarly, it would not be possible to estimate lost profit due to entry 

using only the digital samples, since they only contain DPS’d mail. 

On the other hand, the PRC-VMM could be run at the annual, 5-Digit ZIP Code 

level, so long as the Postal Service provided 5-Digit ZIP Code identifiers for each 

observation of the digital and manual samples. The identifiers would not need to be the 

actual 5-Digit ZIP Codes, they would only need to be consistent across the digital and 

manual samples.  

Here are the steps an analyst using the basic structure of the PRC-VMM would 

perform for an annual, 5-Digit ZIP Code level analysis. 

1. Calculate Variable Delivery Costs At The 5-Digit ZIP Code Level 

The PRC-VMM uses cost data from the Cost Segments and Components Report 

to obtain variable city delivery sub-class costs, which are the sum of office and delivery 

attributable street costs by sub-class. The analyst multiplies variable (attributable) city 

delivery costs by the non-operational piggyback factor for each sub-class, and divides 

by the RPW volume, or sometimes the billing determinants, of each sub-class to obtain 
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unit city variable delivery cost for each sub-class of mail.16 Similar calculations are made 

to calculate the rural unit variable delivery cost for each sub-class of mail. The analyst 

would then multiply unit variable delivery costs for each sub-class by the annualized 

volumes of each subclass for each 5-Digit Zip Code.17 The result will be the variable 

delivery cost of each sub-class of mail for each 5-Digit city carrier ZIP Code, and the 

sum of these sub-class variable delivery costs is the annual variable delivery cost. 

2. Calculate Annual 5-Digit ZIP Code City Delivery Costs (Fixed + Variable) 

The PRC-VMM currently calculates annual city delivery costs for residential, 

mixed delivery, and business delivery routes from the IOCS.18 Summing the annual cost 

of the three route types would yield annual city carrier delivery costs. Fixed costs are 

obtained after removing variable delivery costs. It would be necessary to apportion this 

residual, annual fixed city delivery cost, to 5-Digit ZIP Codes, according to each ZIP 

Codes’ share of regular city carrier routes.19 Step 1 provides annual city carrier variable 

                                            

 

16
 See, e.g., Docket No. ACR FY2018: USPS-FY18-42 - FY 2018 Revenue, Pieces, and Weight 

Report (Public Version), USPS-FY18-4 - FY 2018 Market Dominant Billing Determinants, USPS-FY18-2 - 
FY 2018 Public Cost Segments and Components Report (CS&C Report), USPS-FY18-24 - FY 2018 Non-
Operation Specific Piggyback Factors (Public Portion). 

17
 Annual 5-Digit ZIP Code volumes can be obtained by multiplying each observation in the digital 

and manual CCCS and RCCS (which is the sample volume of a mail sub-class) by the delivery weight for 
that observation. Then the analyst should sum the annualized 5-Digit volumes to obtain total annual sub-
class volumes. 

18
 See, e.g., USPS-FY18-32 - FY 2018 CRA “B” Workpapers (Public Version), File: CS06&7-

Public-FY18.xlsx, Sheet: “Input IOCS,” December 28, 2018. The PRC-VMM currently calculates the daily 
delivery cost of each type of route, but the modified model will use the annual delivery cost data to obtain 
annual fixed for all city carrier routes, and apportion these fixed costs according to each 5-Digit ZIP 
Code’s share of city carrier routes. 

19
 Again, the 5-Digit ZIP Code identifiers for the digital and manual samples would need to match. 

The Postal Service should provide an Excel spreadsheet with the number of routes associated with each 
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delivery costs for each 5-Digit ZIP Code, and Step 2 provides annual city carrier fixed 

delivery costs for each 5-Digit ZIP Code.  

3. Calculate Revenue And Attributable Costs At The 5-Digit Level 

In order to calculate the pre-entry and post-entry profits of the Postal Service in 

order to obtain the Value of the Postal and Mailbox monopolies, it is also necessary to 

determine the Postal Service’s unit revenues and unit attributable costs for each sub-

class of mail with contestable rate categories. Unit revenue per mail sub-class is taken 

directly from the RPW, and unit attributable costs per mail sub-class may be calculated 

by dividing a sub-class’ attributable costs by its RPW volume.20 The difference between 

unit revenues and unit attributable costs is the unit profit of the Postal Service. After city 

volumes are annualized using the correct delivery weight, and one sums by 5-Digit ZIP 

Code, one obtains the pre-entry profit of the Postal Service from regular city carrier 5-

Digit ZIP Codes. 

4. Determine Contestable Mail and the Skimming Factor For Each Sub-Class 
Containing Contestable Mail 

                                            

 

 

5-Digit ZIP Code identifier, and add a column to the digital and manual SAS datasets with consistent 5-
Digit ZIP Code identifiers for each manual and digital observation. Fixed city delivery costs contain fixed 
costs should be apportioned to each 5-Digit ZIP Code according the number of routes in each 5-Digit ZIP 
Code, rather than volume, since fixed costs do not vary with volume. 

20
 See, e.g., CS&C Report, FY18Public Cost Segs and Comps.xlsx, Sheet: “CSSummary,” 

Column “T.”  
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The volume of skimmable mail per rate category is currently determined by 

summing highly presorted and deeply dropshipped mail for each sub-class of mail 

relevant for the Postal Monopoly on the one hand, and the Mailbox Monopoly on the 

other.21 Dividing each estimate of skimmable mail by the total mail for each 

corresponding sub-class, yields the contestability factors for each mail sub-class which 

contains contestable mail. 

5. Rural Carrier Modifications  

Many of the rural delivery calculations are currently made in the same manner as 

city delivery calculations. The primary difference is due to the Commission’s decision to 

begin rural delivery calculations using the Rural Mail Count (RMC). The RMC is 

established as part of the National Rural Letter Carriers’ Association’s (NLRCA) most 

recent Labor Agreement with the Postal Service. The RMC usually collects data from 

nearly all rural routes over a 12 day period of time. National mail counts occur according 

to the reigning NLRCA/USPS contract, typically every 2-3 years.22 

The RMC provides a census of the time it takes rural carriers to complete all of 

their required mail activities, the volume of those activities, and the volume of delivered 

                                            

 

21
 The Commission currently calculates the contestability factors for each sub-class using the 

Billing Determinants, which contain data at the rate category level. Since the CCCS and RCCS do not 
collect data at the disaggregated level to calculate contestable mail, it will be necessary to continue to 
calculate a single contestability factor for each sub-class of mail, which will be applied to each 5-Digit ZIP 
Code. 

22
 See, NRLCA, Mail Count Guide (RMC Guide), Revised January 2018, 

https://www.ruralinfo.net/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/NRLCA-Mail-Count-Guide-revised-2018-01-04.pdf. 
Contract Agreements can alter the date of the RMC, the days included in the RMC, the frequency of the 
RMC, among many other related details. 

https://www.ruralinfo.net/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/NRLCA-Mail-Count-Guide-revised-2018-01-04.pdf
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mail by shape, rather than by class or sub-class.23 The Commission has started its rural 

monopoly calculations using the RMC, in part, because it allows one to directly calculate 

variable and fixed delivery time, as well as office and street time, for each route. 

The Public Representative explained earlier it would be possible to modify the 

City Carrier portion of the PRC-VMM to the 5-Digit level if 5-Digit ZIP Code identifiers 

were added to the digital and manual CCCS files, and the number of regular city carrier 

routes per 5-Digit ZIP Code were provided. The same conclusion holds for the Rural 

Carrier portion of the PRC-VMM if 5-Digit ZIP Code identifiers were provided for each 

route in the RMC, as well as each observation in the manual and digital RCCS samples. 

If the Postal Service provided a 5-Digit ZIP Code identifier for each route in the 

RMC, an analyst would be able to calculate the volume variability of each route. This 

would allow one to determine the fixed delivery costs of each route. When summed to 

the 5-Digit ZIP Code level, one would obtain a “bottoms-up” estimate of 5-Digit level 

fixed costs. 

                                            

 

23
 See, Docket No. ACR FY2018, USPS-FY18-40 - 2018 Rural Mail Count (RMC Preface), 

“USPS-FY18-40.Preface.pdf,” at 2. “The RMC dataset contains the most recent evaluation for each rural 
route. The March 2018 dataset has 75,177 records, and the March 2016 dataset has 73,278 records. 
Each record represents an active rural route and it includes the type of route (‘Evaluated’ and ‘Other’), 
totals by each evaluation factor, number of weeks the route was counted, and the time allotment by 
evaluation item. Those data elements are used to compute the average time by evaluation category per 
route. The averages are then aggregated by route type for each evaluation item. Each evaluation item is 
treated as either ‘fixed’ (e.g. boxes served) or ‘variable’ (e.g. DPS letters delivered). The volume variability 
factor for each route is calculated by taking the ratio of the sum of all variable evaluation factors as a 
percent of the sum of fixed and variable evaluation factors. 
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The next step needed to develop modified rural delivery costs would be to 

calculate unit revenue, unit attributable costs, and unit variable delivery costs for all rural 

routes. This could be accomplished in a manner similar to the current method. The 

Public Representative has already explained that unit variable delivery costs for each 

sub-class of mail are the sum of sub-class, piggy-backed variable city and rural delivery 

costs divided by sub-class RPW volumes. Unit revenues per sub-class are the same for 

city and rural areas, as are attributable unit costs per relevant sub-class. Thus, the 

analyst can calculate variable delivery costs for rural 5-Digit ZIP Codes by multiplying 

sub-class unit variable delivery costs by annualized sub-class volumes, summed to the 

5-Digit level. The sum of 5-Digit variable and fixed costs, would be the 5-Digit delivery 

costs the entrant faces. 

One would use the same unit revenues and unit attributable costs per sub-class 

as the city carrier section to determine the unit profit of the Postal Service. Multiplying 

this unit profit per sub-class by annualized volumes per sub-class for each rural 5-Digit 

ZIP Code, and summing across sub-classes, would yield the pre-entry profit of the 

Postal Service for rural, 5-Digit ZIP Codes.24 

6. Summary of PRV-VMM Model Adapted To 5-Digit Entry 

                                            

 

24
 It should be noted that the PRC-VMM currently derives rural route volumes by matching route-

level shapes from the RMC to RCCS sub-classes. It then multiplies unit revenues, unit costs, and unit 
variable delivery costs by these RMC/RCCS derived volumes to obtain route level volume by sub-class.  
Upon reflection, the Public Representative is not convinced this method is superior to the one he has 
described, which derives rural (5-Digit) volumes directly from the RCCS, since the current method also 
relies upon the RCCS to obtain route level volumes and would have to aggregate route level volumes to 
the 5-Digit level to match relevant revenue and cost figures. 
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The modified PRC-VMM model would model entry and skimming of contestable 

mail at the 5-Digit level in much the same manner as the current route-level model. 

Contestability factors for different sub-classes of mail would continue to be determined 

from the Billing Determinants. Contestability factors would continue to be uniform across 

relevant geographic units, in this case 5-Digit ZIP Codes. Contestable mail per 5-Digit 

ZIP Code would be obtained by multiplying the relevant contestability factors by their 

corresponding 5-Digit sub-class volumes which contain contestable mail.  

The model would estimate the revenue an entrant would earn by multiplying 

contestable mail by sub-class by unit revenue for that subclass, and aggregate unit 

revenues by 5 Digit ZIP Code. The model would then multiply unit variable costs for 

each sub-class by contestable volume per sub-class and aggregate across sub-classes 

to obtain the entrant’s 5-Digit variable delivery costs. The analyst would then add each 

5-Digit ZIP Code variable and fixed delivery costs to obtain the entrant’s delivery cost 

for each 5-Digit ZIP Code. If 5-Digit entrant revenue was greater than 5-Digit entrant 

delivery costs, the model would skim the appropriate amount of mail for that 5-Digit ZIP 

Code. Summing across 5-Digit ZIP Codes yields the entrant’s profit.25   

Finally, the model would calculate post-entry Revenues and Attributable Costs 

and Profit for the Postal Service, using the post-entry volume per-subclass.  The 

difference between the pre-entry and post-entry profit levels for the Postal Service 

                                            

 

25
 Note that entrant unit revenue would be 10 percent less than the Postal Service’s unit revenue, 

unit variable costs would be the 10 percent lower, and fixed costs for each 5-Digit ZIP Could would be 
one-half of the Postal Service’s since the base case assumes 3, rather than 6, day delivery. 
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would be the value of the monopoly, depending on whether the mailbox or combined 

(Postal) restrictions were being modelled. 

In summary, the existing PRC-VMM model can be modified to account for the 

new CCCS and RCCS sampling methods, so long as the Postal Service provided a 5-

Digit ZIP Code identifier for each observation or testid is associated in the manual and 

digital RCCS and CCCS, the RMC, and the total number of routes for each 5-Digit 

regular city carrier ZIP Code.  

VI. ALTERNATE MODELS FOR THE FUTURE 

A. Preface 

The Commission identified two areas in which its method of calculating the Value 

of the Postal and Mailbox monopolies could be improved: introducing clustering and 

entrant sorting costs. 

B. Clustering  

The current PRC-VMM assumes any route for which an entrant’s delivery costs 

are less than the revenues it would earn from skimming mail, would be served by the 

entrant. However, mail delivery should exhibit economies of scale, since it is a network 

activity. If the geographic locations at which entry would occur under the current 

assumptions are not contiguous, it might be necessary for the entrant to skip a large 

share of stops served by the DDU in order to deliver mail to the profitable stops. The 

entrant would face a tradeoff between serving only profitable routes, which would incur 

reduced travel costs (since the entrant will be skipping unprofitable routes, it would 

otherwise transverse), and the ability to provide greater coverage to its clients, which 
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would increase its business, but also increase its travel costs, and possibly require it to 

deliver to unprofitable routes in order to grow a service of delivering advertising mail to 

unprofitable routes.26 

Developing an optimal clustering of a geographic area (5-Digit ZIP Codes with 3-

Digit ZIP Codes), or possibly census tracts with 5-Digit ZIP Codes, would involve 

developing a method to identify desirable initial entry locations (“Nodes”) within the 3 or 

5-Digit ZIP Code under consideration. One might use Census or BLS data, or perhaps 

data which linked carrier route data to various demographic characteristics, such as 

household income, persons per square mile, mail per square mile, routes per square 

mile, etc. Nodes would need to pass some demographic threshold in order to be 

included in the model. For example, one might exclude contiguous carrier routes which 

                                            

 

26
 It would be difficult to estimate the benefit to the entrant from providing greater coverage to its 

clients. The value of providing greater coverage to the entrant’s clients would depend on whether their 
products’ were unaddressed mailpieces and the estimated costs of travelling to areas of high profit 
density at the expense of gaining greater coverage. The test of whether to serve a 5-Digit Zip Code would 
be a very complicated calculation, undoubtedly requiring the development of an algorithm to incorporate 
these new variables in the revenue and cost calculations at every possible combination of 5-Digit to 5-
Digit link. It might be necessary to have the algorithm make these calculations from every possible 
starting node. A new entrant might also undertake market research which identified both the zones within 
the ZIP Code with the highest density of mail and the zones with the highest household income in areas 
below the 5-Digit level. It is well known that the highest volume of mail is delivered to the wealthiest 
areas. On the other hand, the delivery cost per mail piece should be lowest in zones with the highest mail 
density. It would also be necessary to research the correlation between income density and mail density, 
perhaps by census tract (since census tract areas are smaller than 5-Digit ZIP Code Tabulation Areas 
(ZCTAs). The tradeoff between these two variables would be considered for every possible node and 
every possible travel link within each 5-Digit ZIP Code. The algorithm would also have to include this 
tradeoff across ZCTA’s across nearby 5-Digit ZIP Codes. For example, Minneapolis and St. Paul 
Minnesota each have a unique ZIP Code. 
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failed to contain sufficient household income per square mile, or perhaps per census 

tract.  It would require a fair amount of research to establish viable entry nodes. 

If nodes could be identified, and travel time to each carrier route could be 

developed, it should be possible to develop an algorithm which started delivery at the 

node centroid and minimized the cost of adding a skimmable route within some 

maximum distance.27 By constraining the distance to the next profitable route, one is 

more likely to obtain identifiable clusters, against which a travel-minimizing algorithm, 

such as the “nearest neighbor,” could be used to develop the cluster. Once a cluster 

within a 5-Digit Zip Code was established, the algorithm would consider travel 

distances/costs to choose the next node and re-run the algorithm, until all 3 or 5-digit 

ZIP Codes were explored and clusters established.  

It might be possible to run a version of the city carrier model for each 5-Digit ZIP 

Code if there were sufficient data to obtain reliable estimates for each 5-Digit ZIP Code, 

and if the current characteristic variable “Density,” were exchanged for “Number of 

Delivery Points.”28 If this were possible, one could estimate the marginal times 

associated with different mail shapes, as well as the marginal travel time for an 

additional delivery point for each 5-digit ZIP Code. This would provide the marginal time 

                                            

 

27
 Parameterizing this distance would reduce computational complexity. 

28
 It might also be necessary to adopt a model specification of city carrier delivery other than the 

current full quadratic, which reveals a substantial amount of heteroscedasticity. Large amounts of data 
can help reduce this problem, but estimating each 5-Digit ZIP Code separately, would make it more 
difficult to ameliorate the problem of heteroscedasticity. It might be necessary to develop a model which 
was not sensitive to heteroskedastic data.  
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and cost of travelling between delivery points.29 This might be possible using the 

operational data the Postal Service is providing pursuant to Order No. 4869.30  

The RMC is the only rural dataset which could provide route-level data on miles 

per route, delivery time per route, and time per delivery point (box). If the Postal Service 

provided 5-Digit ZIP Code identifiers for each route in the RMC, one could determine 

the unit time and cost of travelling between delivery points within each 5-Digit ZIP Code. 

One could also calculate the mail density by routes, which with census data on 

household income by census tract, could be used to establish the tradeoff between 

“income density,” and mail density. This relation could vary by census tract, and the 

algorithm mentioned earlier could incorporate this information to construct optimal rural 

census tracts for an entrant to service.  

                                            

 

29
 The current city carrier model is run at the city carrier route level. The Address Management 

System (AMS) has delivery point data for each route. This AMS data is included in the delivery operations 
information system (DOIS). The current city carrier econometric model uses delivery points per ZIP-Code 
to develop the delivery density of a ZIP Code (delivery points per square mile). The model could be 
modified by using delivery points per ZIP Code. This would provide the marginal time and cost of each 
delivery point, which would be the average cost of a delivery point. The AMS also has geocoding data for 
each address on each route. See, Swiss Economics Estimate of Financial Impact of Discontinuing 
Saturday Delivery of Letters and Flats, PRC website, August 22, 2014, at 25. The Public Representative 
believes AMS data is available for both city and rural routes. If the delivery points from the AMS were 
linked to geocoding information from the AMS, one could estimate miles travelled within a route or within 
a 5-Digit ZIP code. DOIS also contains a variable which records the daily street time of each city carrier. 
Using AMS, and perhaps DOIS, one should be able to construct a route level variable for delivery time 
per delivery point, which would be the average time traveling between two delivery points. If this variable 
were able to be included in the city carrier regression, it could yield an estimate of the marginal time for 
travelling to an additional delivery point within any 5-Digit ZIP Code (if individual 5-Digit regressions were 
run) or the additional time to travel to another delivery point in general, if the regression included all 5-
Digit ZIP Codes. The model would then estimate the marginal time and cost of travelling a unit of distance 
within each 5-Digit ZIP Code. 

30
 Docket No. PI2017-1, Order No. 4869 - Interim Order (Order No. 4869), November 2, 2018. 
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The Public Representative concludes that a clustering analysis should be 

possible, but it will take a substantial amount of time constructing the variables he has 

discussed, developing the relation between mail density and income density (which will 

be used to “decide” whether to skip particular routes or census tracts), and to develop 

an algorithm which develops an optimal delivery path based on evaluating the estimated 

profitability of each census tract – census tract link. He recommends the Commission 

investigate this issue in a subsequent Public Inquiry proceeding. 

C. Local Sorting 

The current PRC-VMM does not account for any sorting costs which might be 

required by potential entrants. The current model considers contestable mail to be 

comprised of: 1) First Class, Auto 5-Digit Presort Letters and Cards; 2) Periodical 

Carrier Route Flats and 5-Digit Presorted Letters; 3) Standard Regular Auto 5-Digit SCF 

Letters, 4) Standard ECR, SCF/DDU Letters, Flats, and Parcels, and 5) Lightweight 

Parcel-Select. The Postal Service estimates the unit mail processing costs of these 

contestable mail categories in its mail processing library references. The Public 

Representative believes it would be appropriate to sum the unit cost of the mail 

processing costs of Incoming Secondary Mail for Auto 5-Digit estimates from the 

relevant Postal Service mail processing models, and an appropriate set of unit costs for 

Cards and Lightweight Parcel-Select.31 These would provide the relevant sorting costs 

                                            

 

31
 See, e.g., Docket No. ACR FY2018: USPS-FY18-12 - Marketing Mail Parcel Mail Processing 

Cost Model, USPS-FY18-11 - FY 2018 Special Cost Studies Workpapers - Flat Cost Models (First and 
Marketing Mail) & Periodicals Cost Model, USPS-FY18-10 - FY 2018 Special Cost Studies Workpapers - 
Letter Cost Models (First and Marketing Mail). 
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of contestable mail. Unfortunately, the RCCS and CCCS from which unit costs and mail 

volumes per 5-digit ZIP Code are obtained, are not available at this level of 

disaggregation.  

The Public Representative proposes multiplying the contestability factor for each 

category of contestable mail by the unit cost of each contestable category from the 5-

Digit Auto Sheet (or another appropriate model sheet) from the above-mentioned 

Library References, and multiplying this unit cost by the 5-Digit sub-class volume 

corresponding to each contestable mail category.32 The PRC-VMM would be modified 

to add these mail processing costs for each 5-Digit ZIP Code to the entrant’s delivery 

costs of each 5-Digit ZIP Code. 

  

                                            

 

32
 Multiplying by the contestability factor is necessary, since the RCCS and CCCS only have data 

for the sub-class level of mail corresponding to each contestable rate element category. 
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VII. CONCLUSION 

The Public Representative recommends that the Commission adopt his interim 

proposal to estimate the Postal and Mailbox monopolies at the 5-Digit level using the 

CCCS, RCCS, and RMC, and his proposal for estimating the sorting costs of 

contestable mail. Provided the Postal Service furnishes 5-Digit identifiers for each of 

these three datasets, and provides the number of city carrier routes in each regular city 

carrier 5-Digit ZIP Code.  

The Public Representative also believes it is possible to introduce clustering into 

its estimates into its PRC-VMM, but this would best be undertaken in a subsequent 

Public Inquiry. However, the Commission should weight the benefit added by 

introducing clustering against the cost of doing so. It should also consider that the 

current purpose of publishing the Value of the Monopolies in every Annual Report is 

done to provide a benchmark of comparison to the original estimate, which was 

mandated by Congress.  

The more the model changes, the less it will serve as a meaningful benchmark 

compared to the previous annual estimates. For this reason, the Public Representative 

recommends the Commission adopt his proposals to run the same type of model at the 

5-Digit level for several years and observe whether it provides meaningful comparisons 

to estimates from earlier years.  

If the new estimates are meaningful, it might be worth further modification to 

include clustering.  If the Public Representative’s proposals, or other proposals the 
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Commission might adopt, do not provide meaningful comparisons to previous years, it 

may not be worth the effort to continue to provide annual estimates of the Value of the 

Monopolies, unless the Commission is convinced the new model provides more 

accurate estimates.  
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